Urethral duplication II-A Y type with rectal urethra: ASTRA approach and tunica vaginalis flap for first stage repair
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Urethral duplication is a rare congenital anomaly affecting mainly boys. Generally, the duplication develops on the sagittal plane; the accessory urethra may run dorsally or ventrally to the orthotopic one. We present a patient with urethral duplication in which the orthotopic urethra was patent in the penile segment but atresic in the bulbar and prostatic segment. The patient had urinary flow from the rectum and the ectopic urethra could be well identified by anal examination.

Materials and Methods: Age at surgery was 13 months. The procedure consisted of an ASTRA (anterior sagittal trans-ano-rec-tal) approach for dividing the urethra and rectum and was successful to move the urethra up to the perineal area. The rectum was reconstructed and the patient placed into a lithotomy position. A urethral catheter inserted in the penile urethra oriented us were the atresic urethra in bulbar area started. The scrotum was opened in the middle and the distance between the two urethral stumps proximal and distal defined the extension of no urethral tissue that consisted of 5 cm. We opened the right scrotal space and a tunica vaginalis flap was obtained and attached to the bulbar tissue for a two-stage urethroplasty strategy.

Results: Patient had a nice healing and the tunica vaginalis was nicely incorporated to the adjacent tissue, having the two urethral stumps well delineated.

Conclusions: ASTRA approach in combination with a two-stage urethroplasty with tunica vaginalis dorsal flap proved to be an excellent combination for a rare case of urethral Y duplication having the main urethra into the rectum.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Macedo et al. present a video that nicely demonstrates the first stage of a planned two-stage procedure. Urethral duplication are rare congenital anomalies. The urethral configurations and patient symptomatology can vary greatly. Patients can be completely asymptomatic. They can have two parallel urinary streams or, as in this case, can present with rectal urinary incontinence (1). The anterior sagittal trans-ano-rectal approach (ASTRA) was described by Di Benedetto and Di Benedetto for use in clitorovaginoplasty (2).

Y-type duplications with a perineal or rectal urethral meatus are often accompanied by other congenital anomalies such as renal agenesis, cryptorchidism, anorectal malformations or sacral agenesis. They can also be the most challenging to repair, often requiring multiple surgeries (3). In general, the dorsally-positioned urethra is the accessory urethra. Single-stage repairs using buccal mucosa grafts as a free-tube have been reported (4).

We look forward to the authors’ submission of the second-stage surgery for this child with an uncommon and challenging anomaly.
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